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In contrast to the cases of surfaces and point-defects, a theoretical understanding of thestructure and properties of line defects such as dislocations is lacking. Dislocations can beintroduced into a crystal by imagining that the atoms belonging to a semi-in�nite plane ofunit cells atoms are removed. In GaAs, removing a double layer of atoms which terminatesin a [01�1] direction, on one of the two possible (111) planes creates either a 60o or screwdislocation and necessarily leaves the line of terminating atoms|the dislocation core|tobe composed of either all Ga or all As atoms [1]. If the cut is terminated on the closely-spaced (111) planes, then the dislocation is said to belong to the glide set and has threetimes as many dangling bonds per unit length as dislocations of the shu�e set in whichthe cut terminates on the widely spaced (111) planes [2]. It might then be thought thatshu�e dislocations have lower energy and would be the ones to arise in practice. However,it is believed that the dislocations introduced by plastic deformation actually belong tothe glide set. The penalty of introducing the extra dangling bonds is overcome by twofactors: �rstly, the dislocations are known to dissociate into 90o and 30o partials separatedby an intrinsic stacking fault [3,4]. The dissociation is driven by the reduction in the elasticenergy according to the Frank energy criterion [2]. The intrinsic stacking fault must lie onthe closely-spaced planes and thus can only directly reduce the strain within the cores of theglide set. Secondly, the dangling bonds of the glide set lie almost parallel to the (111) glideplane and consequently there is an opportunity for a bond reconstruction [5{7] as shown inFig. 1. This is less likely in the shu�e set as then the dangling bonds are normal to theglide plane.In GaAs, however, this reconstruction involves making bonds between chemically iden-tical atoms, i.e. As-As or Ga-Ga bonds. It also requires, in the 90o case, a shear alongthe dislocation line. We anticipate that reconstruction becomes less likely for 90o partials,and for both sets, as the ionicity increases. This suggests that in II-VI materials the coreis probably not (or only weakly) reconstructed. A weak reconstruction leading to long corebonds has two consequences: �rstly, the dislocations are expected to be highly mobile asthe energy necessary to form a kink would be low, and secondly, the long core bonds lead tobonding and anti-bonding gap levels with only a small separation. Hence the dislocationswould be electrically active. In group IV materials, we expect strong reconstruction givingimmobile dislocations with little electrical activity. III-V materials are an intermediate caseand a detailed calculation is necessary to determine the core structures.Here we address this problem using local density functional cluster theory. The detailsof the method have been given before [8] and only brief remarks are given here.We build a large cylinder of material containing a single partial dislocation with displace-ments calculated from isotropic elasticity theory. Then a smaller inner cluster containing thedislocation core is selected and the surface dangling bonds passivated with H. We used neu-tral stoichiometric clusters containing 158 atoms (Ga42As42H74) to treat impurities boundto the 90� partials, but clusters of di�erent shape and numbers of atoms (72, 130 and 158atoms) have been used by us previously [12] to treat clean dislocations. The 158 atom clusterhas three sets of like atom pairs along the core, but more atoms of one chemical type on theupper (111) surface than on the lower. This introduces a dipole moment along [111] whichmight a�ect bond lengths parallel to this direction. However, as the main displacements ofthe core atoms leading to reconstruction occur in the glide plane, a distortion normal to thiscaused by the dipole moment has little consequence.2



The electronic wave-functions of the cluster are expanded in a basis of s- and p-Gaussianorbitals. Each basis function consists of either a single Gaussian function or a �xed linearcombination of such functions. Four Gaussian functions with di�erent exponents were placedat the nuclei of the 14 atoms closest to the core, and a �xed linear combination of thesefour Gaussian functions sited at the other atoms. In addition, a single Gaussian functionwas placed at the center of 13 inner bonds. For the clusters considered here containing158 atoms, the hamiltonian has dimension of about 750. The charge density was expandedin �ve Gaussian functions, with di�erent exponents at each host atom, and one Gaussianfunction at each of the above bond centers. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials [9] were usedfor all atoms other than the terminating H ones. The self-consistent energy for the clusteris found as well as the analytical forces on all the atoms. All the atoms of the cluster wereallowed to move or relax using a conjugate gradient algorithm.The terminating H atoms lead to a con�nement of the electronic states within the clusterand consequently an enlarged energy gap of around 1.7 eV. Although this is close to theexperimental gap of 1.5 eV, this agreement is fortuitous as local density functional theoryusually gives gaps much smaller than experimental ones. We have found before [10] thatthe method applied to a cluster representing bulk material gave Ga-As bond lengths towithin 1%, and optic modes at the zone center to within 10%. The method has also beenused to treat dislocations in Si and was the �rst ab initio scheme to show that dislocationsare reconstructed without any deep gap states in that material [11,12]. This result hassubsequently been supported by a plane wave pseudopotential calculation [13]. Further, wefound [11,14] that some electrically active impurities such as P and N have a strong e�ecton the reconstruction and be three-fold coordinated and thus in an unusual bonding statewhich would have to be `undone' when the dislocation advanced. There is evidence thatthese impurities pin dislocations in Si [15,16].We �rst consider the reconstruction of a 90o �-dislocation, i.e. one with a Ga core [17].We found that the Ga atoms bonded together in a strongly reconstructed sense | as shownin the central region of Fig. 1. The central Ga-Ga bond across the core is 2.41 �A compared to2.43 �A for the normal GaAs bond. Other di�erent sized and shaped clusters used previously[12] gave the Ga-Ga to be 2.38-2.58 �A, and hence we can be certain that the e�ects of clustersize and shape are unimportant. The Ga-Ga bond would be 2.60 �A according to the sumof atomic radii given by Slater [18]. The two pairs of back bonds of these core atoms, lyingnearly in the (111) slip plane, are 2.48, 2.43 �A and 2.54, 2.47 �A respectively, whereas thebonds parallel to [111] are compressed to 2.38 and 2.37 �A. Thus bonds within the core are� 1% smaller than the normal Ga-As length. There are no deep mid-gap states associatedwith the Ga core, but there are �lled levels within 0.5 eV of Ev and thus this partial couldact as a hole trap. Because of the limitations of the theory, it is, however, di�cult to becertain where these levels actually lie.A contour plot of the charge density showed a charge build up around the Ga-Ga bondcenter. In order for a strong Ga-Ga bond to form, there must be a transfer of charge fromthe As shell surrounding the core onto each Ga core atom to provide su�cient electrons forbonding. This leaves the core atoms negatively charged and would explain why the occupiedlevels are pushed upwards into the gap. The present results di�er profoundly from our earliertight-binding calculations [1] since the important e�ects of charge transfer between the coreand the surrounding lattice were not then considered.3



We then relaxed a similar cluster containing a 90o As (�-) glide partial. Here recon-struction is less strong. The As-As central bond is 2.58 �A whereas the two pairs of backbonds, in the slip plane, are 2.54, 2.42 and 2.63, 2.43 �A. Those normal to the slip plane are2.39 and 2.40 �A. The sum of atomic radii [18] would give an As-As bond of 2.30 �A. Thisatomic radius is appropriate for a three-fold coordinated As structure and the long bondfound here, � 6% longer than GaAs, is indicative of the higher coordination and possiblythe strain in the core. This result is insensitive to cluster size and shape as the di�erent sizedclusters used previously also gave long As-As bonds. Again, a contour plot revealed a buildup of charge density within the As-As bond of the core. There are no deep mid-gap statesassociated with the core and the highest occupied levels are close to Ev. Investigations ofthe As anti-site defect also �nd long As-As bonds of 2.62 �A [21] although that defect actsas a mid-gap double donor.To summarize, we have shown that dislocations are reconstructed in GaAs but As (�-)partials have core bonds with appreciably longer length than Ga (�-) partials. There are nomid-gap states but there may be shallow levels near the band edges.We now consider the interaction of impurities with the dislocation cores. It is knownthat certain electrically active impurities a�ect both the mobility of moving dislocations andcan also lock dislocations. The two e�ects have a di�erent origin: the mobility of movingdislocations is a�ected by a fermi-level shift [19,8] but the locking e�ect is caused by a localinteraction of the impurity with the dislocation. Here we are concerned with locking e�ectsonly. The locking e�ect depends on the impurity and type of partial dislocation: e.g. Zn andSi impurities lock Ga dislocations whereas Si and Te lock As ones [22]. We shall show herethat impurities can profoundly a�ect locally the reconstruction either by destroying it oraugmenting it. Hence we propose that the locking e�ect is due to a change in the strength ofcore reconstruction in the vicinity of the impurity. This is similar to our explanation of thethe locking e�ect in Si caused by electrically active impurities [11,14]. Speci�cally, we shallshow here that a pair of close-by impurities that replace core atoms and reduce the electrondensity in Ga cores or increase it in As cores will weaken or destroy the local bonding acrossthe dislocation core. These changes to the dislocation core will lead to locking e�ects becausethey have to be `undone' when the dislocation advances and the impurity is left behind.The core modi�cation acts a brake on the motion.The biggest e�ect occurs for impurity pairs in close proximity as this increases the changein charge density described above. However, the presence of a pair is not essential to theargument. This is because a single impurity breaking a reconstruction bond leaves a singlehost atomwith a dangling bond. This can then be rebonded to other core atoms as illustratedin Fig. 1a and leads to a change in the sense of the reconstruction. This change in thereconstruction sense is terminated by a second impurity some distance away. Thus althoughpairs of impurities are involved, they are spatially separated by distances of the order of theimpurity density along the dislocation line.Figs. 2a and 2b show the e�ect of group II Be and group IV C pairs on Ga and Ascores, respectively. These structures were obtained by substituting a bonded pair of corehost atoms by an impurity pair and then re-relaxing the whole cluster. The pair of Be atomslocally breaks the Ga reconstruction: the Be-Be length is 3.8 �A but the Be-As bonds shortento 2.08 to 2.2 �A as the Be atoms move away from the core. We predict then that Be will lockGa dislocations. There is no experimental data for Be but Zn, another group II element,4



is known to lock Ga dislocations [22] and we consider this to be the same e�ect. It is notpossible for us to treat the d-levels of Zn with the present code.A pair of C atoms within the core of an As dislocation forms a strong C-C bond of length1.54 �A close to its value in diamond. Even a single C atom at the core had a dramatic e�ecton the C-As bond being reduced to 2.16 �A. Now there is evidence that C can lock As (�)dislocations. Heavily doped GaAs epilayers grown by metalorganic molecular beam epitaxy[24] possess 60o mis�t dislocations that are aligned to just one of the two orthogonal <011>directions. This can be understood if one of the two types of partials is locked. Since all thepartials that are observed are of the �-type, it shows that �-, or As, partials are locked byC in agreement with our �ndings.A pair of Te donors destroys the As reconstruction in much the same way as Be destroysthe reconstruction at the Ga core. The Te-Te bond is 3.3 �A and is very much longer thanthe 2.58 �AAs-As core bond.Si at high concentrations is known to substitute for both Ga and As. Hence Si can di�useto the cores of both Ga and As partials. A pair of Si atoms at the Ga core has a similare�ect to Be and results in a longer Si-Si bond of 2.53 �A. Thus Si clearly has a similar, butweaker e�ect on the core than Be. A pair of Si atoms at the As core has a length of 2.43 �A,which although longer than a Si bond in bulk Si (2.35 �A) is substantially less than the coreAs-As bond (2.58 �A). The pinning e�ect of Si at As dislocations [22] can be understood asarising from this.Thus, in every case electronically active impurities have severe e�ects upon the structureof the dislocation core. Acceptors (donors) weaken the Ga (As) core. These changes incore reconstruction suggest a binding energy with the core. This can be directly computedby comparing the energies of pairs of impurities lying o�-the core with on-core pairs. Caremust be taken to ensure that the impurity is located at the appropriate lattice site and issurrounded by host atoms rather than terminating H atoms or core atoms. The Be pair isbound to the core with an energy of 0.67 eV, whereas the Te pair is bound by 0.3 eV. In asimilar way a single C atom is bound to the As core with an energy of 0.5 eV but the pairwas less stable at the core by 0.2 eV. In this case it seems that C would not form close-bypairs and isolated C atoms along the dislocation line would act as pinning points. Si pairswere bound to As cores with an energy of 0.6 eV and to Ga cores with an energy of 0.5eV. These energies are much less than the activation energy for depinning ( � 3 eV [22])and suggest that the main contribution to depinning is a saddle point energy that has to beovercome when bonds are stretched and the impurities revert to their normal coordination.The changes to the reconstruction are greatest for Be, C, Te and weakest for Si. However therelease stress depends not only on these changes and the binding energies but the densityof impurity atoms along the core. This in turn depends on the solubility of the impuritiesin the crystal, their di�usivity and the aging time, and so the experimental determinationof the relative depinning energies for the di�erent types is no easy matter.In conclusion, we have shown that dislocations in GaAs are reconstructed although theAs core is less strongly so than the Ga one. This o�ers a natural explanation of the greatermobility of �- over �- partials [23]. There are no mid-gap levels associated with these coresbut there are hole traps associated with Ga cores near Ev. There is some experimentalevidence for relatively shallow traps from deep level transient spectroscopy of deformed n-GaAs [25] and mis�t dislocations in InGaAs/GaAs epilayers [26]. The signal amplitude5



of one peak called ED1, having a level around Ec-0.6 eV [25,26], varies directly as thelogarithm of the trap �lling time which is characteristic of line defects. The number oftraps was comparable with the number of core atoms and this defect was assigned to the� dislocation because of the direction of the lines [26] and the closeness of the energy levelwith that found in the photoplastic e�ect on �-dislocations [27]. However, further studiesare required to be establish that these traps are not due to point defects.Electrically active impurities have strong e�ects on the dislocation core structures. Ac-ceptors lead to a local break up of the reconstruction in Ga cores, but strengthen it in Asones. On the other hand, donors strengthen the reconstruction in the Ga case but breakit in the case of As. These changes naturally explain the pronounced locking e�ect of theimpurities.S �O thanks the Swedish National Scienti�c Research Council for �nancial support.
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Fig. 2.Clusters of 158 atoms containing a 90� partial dislocation with a pair of impurities alongthe core. The terminating H atoms are not shown. The spheres in increasing size denoteBe, C, Ga and As atoms respectively. In (a), a pair of Be atoms lies in the core of a Gapartial, and in (b), an As partial containing a pair of C atoms. The �gures show that thereconstruction has been greatly a�ected by the impurities : in a) the core bond is broken,and in b) the C-C bond is substantially shorter than the normal core bonds.
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